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“HyperMotion Technology also uses a combination of new artificial intelligence and AI enhancements to more accurately identify player intentions, refine defensive and offensive tactics, evaluate player strengths and weaknesses and best prepare players for the next opportunity,” said David Rutter, FIFA CEO and Executive Vice President of Electronic Arts. “We’ve also
re-examined the overall feel of the football experience to make it more dynamic, instinctive and enjoyable.” The new game was announced at the EA SPORTS event in London earlier today, and features an all-new engine that enables significantly more realism for players, as well as more opportunities for players to make their own choices and decisions. Focus

Features President David Bernad, who previously headed Twentieth Century Fox's Sales division, now oversees sales and distribution for Focus Features. Thomas Burch, previously head of marketing at Paramount Pictures, has taken on the role of Head of Worldwide Marketing. Also joining the company are: - Kevin Grayson, President, worldwide marketing, digital and
platform - Judith Ruben, SVP of worldwide marketing - Marla Alperin, SVP of worldwide marketing - Jeff Witten, SVP of worldwide distribution & business affairs - Don Logan, SVP of worldwide distribution - Kevin Lang, SVP of worldwide distribution "We are delighted to welcome Focus Features' talented, dynamic team. The addition of Don, Kevin and the rest of the new

executive team represents a milestone for Focus on the global scale of the film business. Their rich industry experience and strong track records will help us continue to deliver on our strategy of increasing market share in mature and expanding territories," said Josh Greenstein, Senior Vice President, worldwide marketing and distribution, 20th Century Fox. The arrival
of Focus Features can help Fox move up to number two position in the worldwide market, behind Warner Brothers and ahead of Universal. The appointment is part of Fox's efforts to break into overseas markets. The company's international film titles, which were traditionally mainly comedies, have been attracting the interest of distributors from all over the world.
"With the arrival of Focus Features, Fox has now positioned itself as a significant player in the international market as the likes of Warner Brothers and Universal will be increasingly worried about the company's strength on the ground," said Gwyneth Vincent, film analyst at Screen Digest. "We can expect the foreign box office to once again be the most interesting

thing in this market
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Features Key:

National teams of the world's top 32 leagues back again ( Bosnia-Herzegovina, Costa Rica, France, Guatemala, Greece, Honduras, Ivory Coast, Kazakhstan, Kuwait, Mexico, Oman, Peru, Portugal, Russia, Serbia, Slovak Republic, Tunisia, Turkey, Wales, Canada and Uruguay)
More than 40 leagues from around the world (China, Ecuador, Israel, Japan, Poland, Scotland and Russia)
The most authentic FIFA titles features and all-new player attributes
New motion capture functionality featuring HyperMotion Technology
New Strikers, Midfielders, Attacking Midfielders, and Attacking Forwards include 4k animated running animations that react perfectly to the player’s movements when you control them in live simulation matches
More realistic player animations, introducing new dances, celebrations, and celebratory animations to your players
Introducing The Dream League - the world's most photogenic community that is primed to get up close and personal with their favourite footballers on the game's new AI crowds
New set pieces to the game inspired from the latest flows in the real world
Deeper tactical graphics – The world has never seen anything like it!
Faster paced action thanks to a host of new tactics including: team tactics, tactical view, 4v4, and improved skill of the ball
Intelligent AI where the AI players co-exist with the human players in the game, adapting to the flow of the game and learning from your mistakes and using that to beat you.
Passing based on the current positioning of the ball with all passes being based on both Strength and Accuracy, enabling you to perfect a controlled and purposeful pass
Rotation of positions between the central attacking players and ball players to help you find space for direct passes
More realistic stamina, sprint, pace, and strength
New type of fatigue that affects small muscle groups in the foot based on the angle of the foot to the ground, as in the real world
New animation and collisions
Racing game modes
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